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I. PRIMARY REFERENCES

PDL-30151 Solov'ev, N. A.
THE ANTICORROSION TREATMENT OF ZINC COATING.

PDL-30331 Brown, L. J.
USE INHIBITIVE TREATMENT: TWO-STEP PROCESS RETARDS WHITE RUST.

PDL-30466 Gebhardt, E., and H. D. Seghezzi.
UBER DAS KORROSIONSVERHALTEN FLAMMGESPRITZTER ZINKSCHICHTEK.
Title (tr.): Corrosion behavior of flame-sprayed zinc layers.

A COMPARISON OF THE CORROSION BEHAVIOR AND PROTECTIVE VALUE
OF ELECTRODEPOSITED ZINC AND CADMIUM COATINGS ON STEEL.

PDL-31855 Jones, F. E.
CORROSION OF METALS IN BUILDINGS. THE RESISTANCE OF NON-FERROUS
METALS TO CORROSION IN BUILDINGS.

PDL-32015 Halstead, Phillip E.
CORROSION OF METALS IN BUILDINGS. THE CORROSION OF METALS IN
CONTACT WITH CONCRETE.

PDL-32305 Forgeson, B. W., C. R. Southwell and others.
CORROSION OF METALS IN TROPICAL ENVIRONMENTS. PART I. FIVE
NON-FERROUS METALS AND A STRUCTURAL STEEL.

PDL-32714 Hess, P. W.
SURFACE PREPARATION IS KEY TO COATINGS LIFE ON UNDERWATER
STRUCTURES.
protection of power plants by organic coatings," by P. W. Hess.

PDL-33040 Bailey, R. W., and H. G. Ridge
CORROSION OF METALS IN BUILDINGS. THE PERFORMANCE OF ZINC AND
ZINC COATINGS.

PDL-33533 Rouff, J. R. L'ACIER GALVANISÉ DANS LE BATIMENT ET LES TRAVAUX PUBLICS. Corrosion et Anti-Corrosion 6:211-216, June 1968. Title (tr.): Galvanized steel in buildings and public works.


Aziz, P. M., and H. P. Godard.
MECHANISM BY WHICH NON-FERROUS METALS CORRODE IN THE ATMOSPHERE.

Anonymous.
THE PERFORMANCE OF GALVANIZED (1 oz./ft.²) AND ALUMINIZED
(ARICO TYPE 1) STEEL SHEET IN VARIOUS CANADIAN ATMOSPHERES.

Fedot'ev, N. P., P. M. Vyacheslavov, E. G. Kruglova, and
S. Ya. Grilikhes.
CORROSION STABILITY OF ELECTROLYTIC ALLOYS UNDER SIMULATED
TROPICAL CONDITIONS.

Nicholls, John H.
THE HOT-DIP GALVANIZED COATING AND CORROSION RESISTANCE. PART I.

ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION OF METALS: PART II. CORROSION OF METALS
IN BOMBAY.

Dettner, Heinz H.
THE CORROSION RESISTANCE OF AND AN EVALUATING METHOD FOR VARIOUS
ELECTRODEPOSITS ON STEEL.

CORROSION OF METALS AT MANDAPAM CAMP, INDIA.

Nicholls, John H.
THE HOT-DIP GALVANIZED COATING AND CORROSION RESISTANCE. PART II.

Brown, Lewis J., patentee.
CORROSION INHIBITION.
Lewis J. Brown, North Wales, Pa., and Samuel Spring, Van Nuys, Calif., assignors to Pennsalt Chemicals Corporation, a corporation of Pennsylvania. U. S. Pat. 2,918,390; 4 p.,
December 22, 1959.

Souské, R.
POSSIBILITÉS OFFERTES PAR L'EMPLOI DU ZINC POUR LUTTER CONTRE
LA CORROSION MARINE.
Title (tr.): Possibilities presented by the use of zinc to
prevent marine corrosion.
Sedzimir, Jerzy.
KORROSION VON ZINK IN NaCl-LÖSUNGEN.
Title (tr.): Corrosion of zinc in sodium chloride solutions.

Eijnsgergen, J.F.H. van.
NEW PAINT SYSTEMS FOR HOT-DIP GALVANIZED STEEL.
Title (tr.): Dutch hot dip galvanizing.

Odone, G., and G. Milanese.
A CHEMICAL TREATMENT AGAINST CORROSION OF GALVANIZED STEEL PRODUCED IN CONTINUOUS LINES.

Anonymous.
SERVICE LIFE OF PIPE EXPOSED TO DOMESTIC WATERS.

Luft, G.
CORROSIONE DI LAMINATI DI ALLUMINIO DA PARTE DELLE ACQUE DI DILAVAMENTO CONTENENTI SALI DI RAMO E DI ZINCO.
Title (tr.): The corrosion of aluminium and of alumina by washing waters containing copper and zinc-salts.

Rosenfeld, I. L., and K. A. Shigelowa.
ÜBER EINE METHODE ZUR UNTERSUCHUNG DER KORROSION VON METallen UNTER KONDENSASSIONSBEDINGUNGEN.
Title (tr.): A method for investigating the corrosion phenomena of metals under condensation conditions.

EFFECTS OF LEAD ADDITIONS ON THE CORROSION RESISTANCE OF ELECTROLYTIC ZINC.

Markovic, Tihomir.
TECHNOLOGY OF CORROSION OF UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTIONS.

American hot dip galvanizers association, inc.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENT ON CORROSION.
U.S. Dept. of agriculture. Rural electrification administration.

SPECIFICATION NO. T-4 COVERING WOOD POLE-TYPE CROSSARMS (AND PRESERVATIVE TREATMENT) TO BE PURCHASED BY REA ELECTRIFICATION BORROWERS.

REA bulletin 44-9; 7 p., December 1960.


Sanyal, B., B. K. Das Gupta, P. S. V. Krishnamurthy, and G. K. Singhania.


Francis, Howard T., patentee.


Akomov, G. V., G. B. Klarke, and G. G. Koshelev.


Sereda, P. J.

CHARACTERISTICS OF MOISTURE DEPOSITION ON CORROSION SPECIMENS. Materials Research and Standards 1(9):719-723. September 1962.


Widman, John C.


Porter, F. C.


Anderson, E. A.

II. ADDITIONAL REFERENCES

PDL-44214 Everett, L. R,
THE BUILDING INDUSTRY--SOME PROBLEMS WITH CORROSION OF "NON-FERROUS METALS. PART II,

ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION OF METALS: PART IV. CORROSION OF METALS IN COCHIN.

PDL-30177 Baldwin, A. T.
GET MORE PROTECTION FROM GALVANIZED COATINGS.

PDL-30227 Lapidus, Herbert M.
MILITARY PACKAGING.

PDL-30276 Cox, Norman, patentee.
PROCESS OF RETARDING CORROSION OF COATED METAL ARTICLES AND COATED METAL ARTICLE.
Norman Cox and George R. Hoover, Middletown, Ohio, assignors to Armco steel corporation, Middletown, Ohio, ... U. S.
Pat. 2,734,122; 3 p., March 5, 1957.

GALVANIC CORROSION. I. CURRENT FLOW AND POLARIZATION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ALUMINUM-STEEL AND CINC-STEEL COUPLES IN SODIUM CHLORIDE SOLUTION.

PDL-30436 Anonymous
NOT ONE FAILURE IN 23 YEARS.

PDL-31080 Walton, Harold V.
EXPOSURE DETERMINES QUALITY OF STEEL ROOFING AND FENCING.

PDL-31504 DuRose, A. H.
ATMOSPHERIC EXPOSURE OF ELECTROPLATED LEAD COATINGS ON STEEL.

PDL-31673 Chester, Allan E., patentee.
METHOD OF PROTECTING ZINC-COPPER ALLOYS AGAINST CORROSION AND PROTECT THEREOF.
PDL-31576 Chester, Allan E., patentee.
METHOD OF MAKING CORROSION PROTECTED ARTICLES.
Allen E. Chester, Highland Park, and Bruno R. Jeremias,
Chicago, Illinois, and Joseph T. Irwin, Lakewood, Ohio,
assignors to Poor & company, Chicago, Ill., a corporation

PDL-31634 Carroll, John A., patentee.
PROCESS FOR TREATING STEEL, ZINC, AND ALUMINUM TO INCREASE
CORROSION RESISTANCE.
John A. Carroll, Philadelphia, and Nelson J. Newhard, jr.,
Oreland, Pa., assignors to American Chemical Paint Com-
pany, Ambler, Pa., a corporation of Delaware. U. S. Pat.

PDL-32027 Shuldenier, Henry L., and Leo Lehrman.
INFLUENCE OF BICARBONATE ION ON INHIBITION OF CORROSION BY
SODIUM SILICATE IN A ZINC-IRON SYSTEM.

PDL-32703 Ostrander, Charles W.
CHROMATE CONVERSION COATINGS ON HOT DIPPED GALVANIZE.

PDL-32715 Bianchi, G.
CORROSION OF ZINC BY DIFFERENTIAL AERATION.

PDL-32846 Biestek, Tadeusz.
ESSAIS DE CORROSION ACCÉLÉRÉS DE REVETEMENTS ELECTROLYTIQUES
DE ZINC SUR ACIER, PASSIVES PAR LA MÉTHODE CHIMIQUE.
Title (tr.): Accelerated corrosion tests on chemically pas-
sivated electrolytic zinc coatings on iron.

PDL-32901 Biestek, Tadeusz.
ÜBERBLICK ÜBER POLNISCHE ARBEITEN AUF DEM GEBIET DER KURZ-
PRÜFUNG GALVANISCHER ÜBERZUGE AUF KORROSIONSBESTÄNDIG-
KEIT.
mary attached.
Title (tr.): A survey of Polish publications on accelerated
corrosion tests of electroplated coatings.

PDL-32907 Gerasimov, V. V., and I. L. Rosenfeld.
THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON THE RATE OF CORROSION IN METALS.
Rüdeker, W.
**DAS KORROSIONSVERHALTEN KÜNSTLICH ERZEUGTER HARTZINKSCHICHTEN.**
Title (tr.): The corrosion behavior of artificially produced hard zinc coatings.

Ulbrich, K.
**HOCHPIGMENTIERTE ZINKSTAUBFARBEN IN DER ANSTRICHTECHNIK.**
Title (tr.): Highly pigmented zinc dust paints in the coating industry.

Zamsow, Ernst.
**DIE SPRITZVERZINKUNG ALS KORROSIONSSCHUTZ BEI EISENMASTEN.**
Title (tr.): Spray galvanizing as a means of rust protection on iron poles.

Rajagopalan, K. S., and K. S. G. Doss
**PASSIVITY TO CORROSION INDUCED BY CHEMICAL SURFACE TREATMENTS.**

Hall, W. L.
**HOT-DIP GALVANIZING.**

Franklin, J. R.
**METAL SPRAYING IN RELATION TO THE CORROSION PROCESS.**

Anonymous.
**GALVANIZED STRUCTURAL STEEL IN GULF COAST CONSTRUCTION.**

American hot-dip galvanizers association, Inc.
**STOP RUST ONCE AND FOR ALL WITH HOT-DIP GALVANIZING.**
13 p., date unknown.

American hot-dip galvanizers association, Inc.
**RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PROPER PREPARATION OF MATERIALS PRIOR TO HOT-DIP GALVANIZING.**
3 p., date unknown.

**THE INFLUENCE OF ALUMINUM, LEAD AND IRON ON THE STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF GALVANIZED COATINGS.**
Canada, Dept. of mines and technical surveys, Mines branch research report R5. 47 p., March 1968.
PDL-34356 Bourcelot, R.
SPRAYED ELECTROLYTIC ZINC COATINGS.
At head of title: Finishing supplement.

THE BEHAVIOUR OF ZINC COATINGS IN MARINE CONDITIONS.
Corrosion Prevention and Control 5(9):45-48,74.
September 1958.

PDL-34481 Pocock, Walter E.
THE ROLE OF CHROMATE TREATMENTS IN THE FINISHING OF ALUMINUM.

PDL-34520 Byalobsheskii, A. V.
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION OF METALS UNDER RADIATION.

PDL-34520 Wolff, Russell H.
CORROSION OF ZINC PLATED STEEL.

PDL-34860 Munnecke, Donald E.
THE PERSISTENCE OF NONVOLATILE DIFFUSIBLE FUNGICIDES IN SOIL.

INFLUENCE DE L'ETAT SUPERFICIEL DE L'ACIER SUR LA PROTECTION EXERCEE PAR LES PEINTURES A HAUTE TENUE EN ZINC.
Title (tr.): Effect of surface state of steel on protection by paints rich in zinc.

PDL-35022 Cohen, Bennie
A STUDY OF CADMIUM-TIN AND ZINC-TIN ALLOY ELECTRODEPOSITS.

PDL-35164 Ingham, Herbert S.
SPRAYED METAL AS A BASE FOR PAINTS.

PDL-35566 Kowalke, Zbigniew.
PROTECTION EXERCEE PAR LES REVESTEMENTS METALLISES DE ZINC ET D'ALUMINIUM DANS LES COMBUSTIBLES LIQUIDES.
Title (tr.): Protective action of sprayed zinc and aluminum coatings against corrosion by liquid fuels.
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Anderson, Edmund A.
ZINC IN MARINE ENVIRONMENTS.

Martin, W. A.
ZINC COATINGS ON STEEL.

Schuster, H. J.
ÜBER DIE WIRKUNGSWEISE DES METALLISCHEN ZINKS IN ANSTRICHEN.
Title (tr.): On the behavior of metallic zinc in paints.

Fry, H., and Marjorie Whitaker.
THE ANODIC OXIDATION OF ZINC AND A METHOD OF ALTERING THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ANODIC FILMS.

American welding society, New York, N.Y. Committee on metallising.
3-YEAR INTERIM REPORT OF CORROSION TESTS ON METALLIZED COATINGS.
Report C 2.7-69, 10 p. Date unknown.

Korisset, P.
GALVANISATION, PEINTURE ET CORROSION.
Title (tr.): Galvanising, painting and corrosion.

Fitzgerald-Lee, G.
CORROSION FATIGUE. ITS PREVENTION BY ZINC COATINGS.

Janssen, William P.
AMBROSIA BEETLE DAMAGE IN LUMBER.

Pegredo, D. W., and F. B. Greenough.
The FATIGUE PROPERTIES OF ZINC.

Stupel, H., and F. Koch.
DIE KORROSION VON ZINK DURCH NEUZEITLICHE WASCHMITTEL.
Title (tr.): Zinc corrosion caused by modern detergents.
EFFECT OF LIGHT ON THE CORROSION OF ZINC AND CAJMIUM.

Anonymous.
BATTLE DEVELPS BETTER CHROME PLATE.

Morris, Lester, patentee.
METHOD OF APPLYING A PROTECTIVE COATING TO A FERROUS METAL SURFACE.

Frank, D.
ANTI-CORROSIVE WATER-EMULSION PAINT FOR METAL SURFACES ESPECIALLY NEW GALVANISED STEEL.

Negreev, V. F., and A. G. Ismailov.
CORROSION OF STEEL IN FLOWING SEA WATER.

Rosenfeld, I. L., and K. A. Zhigalova.
METHOD OF INVESTIGATION OF CORROSION OF METALS UNDER CONDENSATION CONDITIONS.

Feitknecht, W.
STUDIES ON THE INFLUENCE OF CHEMICAL FACTORS ON THE CORROSION OF METALS.

Anonymous.
CATHODIC PROTECTION OF GALVANIZED STEEL IN QUIET SEA WATER.

Marković, T., and Lj. Rubinić.
BEITRAG ZUR SYSTEMATIK DER KORROSION DER METALLE IM ERDREICH VI.
Title (tr.): The systematology of the corrosion of metals in soil VI. Lead, zinc and aluminum coatings.

Heberling, Hans.
ROSTSCHUTZ IM STAHLBAU.
Title (tr.): Corrosion protection in steel construction.
Anonymous.

**IMPROVED CORROSION RESISTANCE FOR CARS USING GALVANIZED STRIP.**

FDSL-41682 Negroev, F. F., and A. M. Kyazimov.

**ELECTROCHEMICAL EFFECT OF PAINT FILM ON LOCAL CORROSION OF STEEL IN SEA WATER.**


**10-YEAR PAINT TESTS ON WEATHERED GALVANIZED ROOFING.**


**ZINC DUST AS A PROTECTIVE PIGMENT: PART III.**

FDSL-42595 Toulmin, Harry A., Jr., patente.

**METHOD OF IMPREGNATING AND RUSTPROOFING METAL ARTICLES.**

FDSL-42599 Francis, Howard T., patente.

**PROCESS FOR INHIBITING CORROSION AND PRODUCT.**

FDSL-43179 Roberts, C. W.

**AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE CAUSES OF INTER-CRYSTALLINE CORROSION IN ZINC-ALUMINIUM ALLOYS.**

FDSL-43797 Rajagopalan, K. S., P. L. Annamalai and M. Sundaram.

**ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION ON THE SOUTH-EAST COAST.**

FDSL-43871 Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG, Stuttgart, Ger., patente.

**VERFAHREN ZUM SCHNELLEN ERKENNEN DER DURCH HANDTSCHWEISS HIER- VORGEFUNDENEN KORROSION AUF METALLISCHEN OBERFLÄCHEN.**
A RADIOTRACER STUDY OF THE PASSIVATION OF ZINC IN CHROMATE
SOLUTIONS--II.

PDL-44909 Rigo, Jane H.
SEA WATER TESTS DETERMINE CORROSION RESISTANCE OF STRANDED
STEEL WIRE.

A.S.T.M. STANDARDS ON HOT-DIP GALVANIZED COATINGS (WITH RE-
LATED INFORMATION).
Compiled for distribution by the American hot-dip galvanisers
association. 128 pages. February 1962.